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Who are we?

- **Mike Saunders**
- Marketing and community outreach at TDF
- Geekiest moment: wrote an operating system in assembly language
Who are we?

• **Sidorela Uku**
  • Open Labs Hackerspace (board member)
  • Contributor: LibreOffice, OpenStreetMap, Wikimedia
  • OSCAL (co-organiser)
  • Collective68 (co-founder)

• Contact: sidorela@collective68.tech
What we wanted to ‘fix’?

- There is a lot of information on the wiki & also on get involved page
- But ...
What we wanted to ‘fix’?
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- Can we make it easier for new contributors to join?
What we wanted to ‘fix’?

• Asking ourselves the questions ‘How can I help LibreOffice project?’
How it started

- From one marketing call to the mailing list
Once upon a time

- Inspired by https://whatcanidoformozilla.org
We present

- https://whatcanidoforlibreoffice.org
Collecting information

There is a lot of information in the wiki
Main categories

- Development
- Documentation
- User support
- Infrastructure
- Design
- Translation & Localization
- Testing software
- Communication & Marketing
- Advocacy
Structure information like in a tree

- Advocacy
  - Spread the word on social media
  - Start a local community
  - Give presentations about LibreOffice
Or like

Testing software

- Bugs
- QA
- Bibisecting
- Tests
Or like

Testing software

Bugs

QA

Bibisecting

Tests

Report bugs

Bug hunting sessions
Or like

Testing software

- Bugs
  - Report bugs
  - Bug hunting sessions
- QA
  - QA easy hacks
  - Blogs about QA
  - QA wiki
- Bibisecting
- Tests
  - Regression
  - Automated tests
  - Test pre-releases
How does this help?

- Make it easier for new contributors to join
- Structure information to make it easily to find
- Identifying all the resources available that we have, guidelines and manuals to help new and already contributors
What area interests you?

User support

Tell me more

No, not interested

I was wrong, take me back
A few awesome screenshots

Cila është fusha që ju intereson?

Infrastruktura

Më tregoni më tepër

Diçka ndryshe
Improvements

- Adding more sub-categories to navigate
- Translate page in other languages
- Improve texts
- Fix bugs & help with web development of page
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- Like the issue below

By Mike Kaganski
Please check overlapping text above buttons, e.g. https://imgur.com/dZ49aSI – that’s full-screen Chrome on a 13” notebook.
on 2019-06-07
Get involved

• Code is in gerrit:
  https://gerrit.libreoffice.org/plugins/gitiles/WhatCanIDoForLibreOffice/+/
master
Get involved

- Also you can translate the page:

  https://gerrit.libreoffice.org/plugins/gitiles/WhatCanIDoForLibreOffice/+/
  /master/locales/

  gerrit.libreoffice.org / WhatCanIDoForLibreOffice / master / locales

  tree: eef29eb28acb7cc54934c8d5b433e2bedd69d5b4 [path history]
Q&A

Thank you!